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In one sense, my study is conservative; it builds on the assumptions that there are individuals called leaders, who have stories and goals, who strive to achieve them, and who are sometimes successful in this pursuit. This stance will perturb those of a more radical stripe, who question whether leaders actually influence events, whether leaders should actually be allowed to influence events, or whether the conception of leadership itself deserves to survive. While acknowledging the rhetorical appeal of such accounts, I find them unconvincing in the light of human biology and human history. I invite those who question this enterprise to offer their own leaderless accounts of the success of the Manhattan project, the early course of the civil rights movement, or the securing of the independence of India.

I. Leadership = Influence
I. Leadership = Influence
II. Commitment
Until one is committed there is always hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always ineffectiveness. The moment one commits oneself, then providence moves too. Multitudes of things occur to help that which otherwise could never occur. Whatever you can do or dream you can begin it. Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
III. Knowing and Seeing
III. Knowing and Seeing

Ourselves

III. Knowing and Seeing

Around Us

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oHOv9p9dHQ
IV. Community and Self
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http://s114101627.onlinehome.us/image/view/761
V. The Vision. The Detail
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VI. Overcome our wimp
Is it really a monster?
VII. Leadership Behaviors
VII. Leadership Behaviors

http://www.thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/trevinwax/files/2014/07/Laughter2.jpg
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